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About This Game

A Video Game About a Woman Talking to the Police

Her Story is the award winning video game from Sam Barlow, creator of Silent Hill: Shattered Memories and Aisle. A crime
fiction game with non-linear storytelling, Her Story revolves around a police database full of live action video footage. It stars

Viva Seifert, actress and one half of the band Joe Gideon and the Shark.

How does it work?

Her Story sits you in front of a mothballed desktop computer that’s logged into a police database of video footage. The footage
covers seven interviews from 1994 in which a British woman is interviewed about her missing husband. Explore the database by

typing search terms, watch the clips where she speaks those words and piece together her story.

Unlike anything you've played before, Her Story is an involving and moving experience. A game that asks you to listen.
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Title: Her Story
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Sam Barlow
Publisher:
Sam Barlow
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Decent on rails shooter. Bad voice acting , gun sounds, and very sterotypical "murica ftw plot and characters" but the game itself
it maybe worth the low asking price (5 usd) and definitely worth it during a discount or part of a bundle if you are looking for a
on rails shooter. Please don't buy this game as it is incredibly short and boring. It's way too overpriced and you could simply go
online to play a free flash version. Don't even bother buying it for a child, either.

(I only reviewed this for a badge :P). Fun arcade-style mayhem in the name of the old school Rampage.... its so slow
it already published in youtube 3 monts ago. Keep them adding :). This game is amazing !!!. A great simulation to use as a demo
for VR.
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Pretty excellent old school action RPG. Highly addictive and recommended. A lot of depth and secrets.. This is a good game so
far I like it from what little time I played on it and plan on playing more. I saw this trailer two days before it was released and
wishlisted it. Very adorable concept and I am a sucker for the retro look and clean premise (clean meaning no sex, drugs, or
other filler that distracts the player from the actual game content.) When it was released, I saw it was only 0.89...I would have
paid a few bucks for it but I had no prob with this price either.

It says 1.5 hours of gameplay but I am not that clever at these types of games so I have played almost 2 hours to get to around
level 25. Either way, it was nice to buy a decent game (decent in quality but mainly in appropriateness) from an indie and
support something other than a AAA title for a change. I will be looking for other indie gems that are family safe and I will vote
with my dollars.. So I have logged over 40 hours on this game since i bought it a couple weeks ago. Needless to say i thoroughly
enjoy this game. I found it while looking for a game similar to Warlords Battlecry 3 and it most certainly delivered and then
some. As with any game ive played, i find things i like and things i dont.
Some Pros:
-4 very unique playable races
-Massive army cap unlike any game ive ever played
-Easy to control
-Straightforward gameplay
-Clever AI
Some Cons:
-Very few skirmish maps
-Playable races are not equal in strength, Undead and Elven are close, Mechanic and Cryo not even close
-Campaign difficulty gets to the point where it is not enjoyable
-Resources are difficult to obtain

All in all ive enjoyed this game and will continue to play it. Im looking forward to finding more games like it yet i havent had
any luck so far. I highly recommend this game to anyone who is into Army and Base building RTS games.. This feels like 2
books in one. The 1st part you're trying to solve a mystery. How good you are at solving the mystery will affect your 2 new stat
bars, Observation and Deduction. Later these stats will give you hints in an immersive way. The 1st part is just okay and feels
alot like Book 2. BUT OMG the 2nd part is amazing and brings out all the feels! You're mostly preparing a group of misfits for
a competition, a fight to the death.

Pros:
-Felt alot longer than 225,000 words.
-Group conflicts and secrets make it hard to trust your companions, but also really humanizes them.
-Lots of twists and fake outs.
-Your decisions come back to haunt you, unintended consequences.
-Can get pretty dark.
-MANY duels with interesting decisions. No more games, this is life or death for you and your friends.
-Hard decisions, found myself 2nd guessing alot.

Cons:
-Some options just aren't well explained and are the complete opposite of what you intended to do.

Overall:
-You'll hate some of the choices you make, but this is what makes this story so great. You feel flawed and human. I think it's
worth full price, not just for the feels. There's alot of replayability, few CYOA games are this long, and the story continues after
this book.. Great game, pretty solid gameplay for cheap.

I would reccomend turning the music down, if your ears are sensitive. I personally love the music in this game!

When I first oppened the game I found myself running from my death, and was wondering why the creators chose the player
model that they did. Its kind of creepy but something I can fall in love with, not litterally I mean just liking it.

The game overall is pretty amazing for what you pay, I would reccomend it. (Ill probably find my self diving into the game
every so often.)
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The one thing that buggs me tho is that the game is called Magma Tsunami, even tho when you start the game you are not in the
earth, the magma has reached a vent in the earth and somehow escaped so It\\'s technically lava.

Overall this game is pretty fun, I would say the creators should add new content, maybe even some DLCs!
. This is a runner game made for mobile devices. What I find strage though is that they didn't change\/optimize anything for pc,
I won't go into details but the menus are poorly exicuted.
After watching a shrot movie, level 1 drops you into the game with no instructions. I pressed all the keys and found "U" and "e"
brings up a basic menu, "r" restarts the level, "space" and "x" ues a jetpack and "Z" fires a missile. I didn't even know he could
fire until 15 min in and there's no options screen so you can't look over the controls. There's a startup popup box where you can
change the controls... In theory. It doesn't actually work, and the keys I described don't show up as bound to anything.
As a runner game, the screen will always scroll you right. The gameplay is nice, the levels are well put toghether and while the
artwork is appealing, it isn't very defined. I keep crashing into objects look like they're part of the background. It's also not clear
which objects damage you, which ones you can blow up and what powerups do. The biggest problem I have is that my jetpack
keeps stalling. At first I thought it runs out of fuel but now I think it has to do with how high you are on the screen. An indicator
of when I can and can't use it would be nice. This game gives you no information.
Every now and then you will get to ditch the jetpack robot and use bigger ships, I found these levels the best. There are 2
chapters with 10 levels each and 4 bonus levels in the game.
It is playable and can be fun, but understand the production values are low and no one bothered to put on much polish. While I
can't find the mobile version, this is a standard android game. On the android marketplace, the first chapter would typically be
free and the rest would be $1. Or free all the way with ads maybe.. MORE EXPLOSIONS, MORE BORDERLANDS!

10 MORE LEVELS

*cough* I didnt think I'd be writing seriously for a Claptrap focused Expansion. The Borderlands team really pulled out all the
stops here on this DLC. I do not want to spoil anything but these levels take on a new love of verticallity, oddly interesting story,
and damnit...lots of claptraps. It's a fun game for those who'd like a life at sea, swimming with your friends, conquering all
territory and slaughtering all who stand in your way. It gives you an understanding about how life under the sea is no easy feat,
and laser physics under water. If you want a game about imperialistic fish with laser-produsing mouths, get this game. It's the
game we never knew we wanted.. I really enjoy this game!! It's true that it's very dificult but... I love when I can pass to the next
level. It's a great success for me xD The editor seem to be cool but I need more time to play :-(

Great work and keep improving!!!

v1.12 (23rd November):
This patch in short gives the AI the ability to build the new units and fixes some more bugs.
Changelog: 

 AI can now build the new units. (Also the Ixir AI should now sometimes build portals. There was code for it before, but
I never actually saw the AI doing it.)

 Ruxilla Carrier adjusted. (HP increased by ~70% and damage output increased by ~125%. He is also a bit more
expensive than before ~35%)

 Zyr Regenerator is now a bit cheaper ~15%.

 Ixir Heavy Drone HP increased by ~25%.

 AI Performance. (The AI now requires slightly less CPU power).

 You can now open the menu in the tutorials and quit the tutorials.

 Fixed glitch for campaign level selection, where you could start levels you did not have unlocked yet.
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 You no longer gain no XP when you cheated in another game before the one you are currently playing.

 In campaign level 27 players now actually start with a base.

 Fixed a bug, where you or the AI could build units/structures outside of the map.

 Removed the "windy" sound effects from the game. Now the game only plays music and no "environment" sounds in
between songs.

. Multiplayer Fix:
Hello everyone,

There was an fatal error, when connecting to any server, caused by an error during the network initialization. This bug should
now be fixed.
(Note: The game still does only support local LAN multiplayer. Playing over the internet requires third party programs, which
emulate a local network like hamachi or tunngle. Unfortuantely not all games (including this one) work with those programs
right away, please try the trouble shooting guides of those programs when encountering "Invalid IP" error from Intruder Alert
first.)

Greets knittely

P.S. For those who used the temporary workaround, the "multiplayer" BETA branch does now not exist anymore

UPDATE 18.02.2018: there was still a small mistake with the multiplayer code, although it shouldn't have caused any bugs. I
fixed it anways, since some people still got some errors.. Survey:
Dear Players,

it would be really nice if you could fill out this suvery[frudelsoft.typeform.com] about the game.It will only take 3-5 minutes
and is going to be an essential part for future development.
I am thankful about every single answer I get!

Greets knittely (Frudelsoft Developer). v1.13 (18th December):
Changelog: 

 3 additional maps reworked, namely "desertofruins", "fahadacluster" and "krexmountains".

 Ruxilla Upgrades rebalanced. First upgrades are now much stronger, but you cannot upgrade a unit above level 25.

 Mercoss Tower has now a regeneration of ("Population in the tower" / 10) per second.

 "32 Snipers" Challenge added focusing on the new sniper units.

 Before a challenge starts you will now get instructions about the challenge. So you don't have to make guesses based on
the name of the challenge anymore.

Since there won't be anymore patches this year, I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! :). v1.16 (24th
August):
Changelog

 Selecting units in an area is no longer limited to military units only. If you draw a rectangle and there are no military
units inside, then a civil unit in the area will be selected. (In otherwords, you no longer are forced to click on your
building units, you can also select them now with a rectangle.)
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 Fixed missing file bug in "Sniper" challenge

 Automatically selects first level when starting the campaign (comfort change for new players)

 Music is now a bit less loud.

. v1.1 (1st November 2016):
Changelog:

 New units - 6 in total (1 per faction). I'll let you figure out the details about them yourself. ;)

 Text Tutorials - There is now an extra Tutorial button on the main screen, leading to a new menu, where you can watch
the video tutorials or have a look at text based guides for each faction.

 More Maps reworked - namely "alidacoast" "cintacoast" "glunaryplain" "incuracliffs" "olonriver".

 Small rebalances about the Ixir:
- Titan HP reduced by ~15%.
- Iquaros HP increased by ~10%.
- Portal, spawn time for all unit types reduced by ~35%.

 Some menu backgrounds are a bit darker, so you can read the text better.

Planned for next version:

 Adjustable FOW quality (deferred)

 More map reworks.

 Subtitles

Please let me know what you think about the new units! :)
And Have Fun with the new patch!

5th November Hotfix:
- Fixed a bug, which made shots fly through smaller units, which happened very often for the snipers.

7th November Hotfix:
- Reuploaded server.exe, because it was missing on the last patch.. v1.02 (4th August 2016):
Changelog:

 Adjustable minimap size and minimap symbol size. (Minimap is now by default twice as big as before and the dots for
units are now bigger)

 Added a button to the multiplayer connecting screen to host a server.

 You can view your player statistics by clicking on your profile on the main menu (you could actually view it before, but
now I added a hint, showing that you can view it there).

 Changed the FOW vision radius. (Most military units have largely increased vision so you can actually see the battle
going on. The starting building has increased vision radius to see more nearby ressources)
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 Changed Movements. Most units of one faction have now the same unit speed, so they actually go together, when
sending them as a group. (with a few exception)

 For new players the "grey map" option and "render shadows" are enabled by default. (If you don't have shadows
enabled, I recommend to activate them, because they make the game look a bit nicer.)

 Added a shortcut "T" to select all units of one kind while clicking on one.

 The options screen background is now darker, so you can read the font better.

 Slightly decreased the range of Mercoss level 4 and 5 units.

 Fixed an exploit, where you could transform Ixir units fast enough between drone and unit to "dodge" projectiles.

Planned for next version:

 Steam Cloud Support

 Adjustable FOW quality (For realistic, it currently uses half of your screen resolution as fog resolution. I want to enable
full and quarter res, too. So you don't have to switch to none or simple, when having lots of units.)
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